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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This presentation introduces Peace Through Action AmeriCorps, our future national service corps for peace. Next slide



Peace Through Action
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 National-scope civic and social capital-
building organization.

 Activates and equips Americans to 
implement practical peaceful solutions 
to aggression and violence in their 
communities and our country.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Peace Through Action is a national-scope, civic and social capital-building organization. We activate and equip Americans to implement practical peaceful solutions to aggression and violence in their communities and our country.Next Slide



Our Theory of Change
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Offering

Resources—Peace Through Action USA
servant leaders, volunteers, subject expertise, capacity-building assistance

Activating

Peaceful People—Be Peace
peaceful messages, peacebuilder role models, prayers and meditations

Equipping

Peaceful Practices—Choose Peace
social and emotional development, aggression and violence interruption, harm repair

Creating

Peaceful Places—Create Peace
increased civic engagement and social cohesion, decreased aggression and violence

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our theory of change. We offer resources to communities to develop and strengthen their infrastructures for delivering peaceful practices to community members. Then, together, community organizations and our employees, future AmeriCorps members, and volunteers produce peaceful people by activating peace-seeking individuals to learn and then apply practical peaceful solutions. And in so doing we increase safety and belonging and decrease aggression and violence, thereby creating peaceful places. Our theory of change is summarized in our slogan! “Be Peace. Choose Peace. Create Peace.”Next slide



AmeriCorps
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 Federal agency for national service and 
volunteerism.

 Provides opportunities for Americans to 
serve their country domestically, address 
the nation’s most pressing challenges, 
improve lives and communities, and 
strengthen civic engagement. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Placing servant leaders in U.S. communities for peacebuilding is Peace Through Action’s intended special contribution to the improvement of social conditions in our country. So we are delighted to have received a grant award from AmeriCorps to plan a national service program. If subsequently funded to operate, Peace Through Action would be positioned to be of service to local communities seeking increased peace.AmeriCorps is the federal agency for national service and volunteerism. It provides opportunities for Americans to serve their country domestically, address the nation’s most pressing challenges, improve lives and communities, and strengthen civic engagement.Next slide



Challenge          Social Discord
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A nation with
too many hurting people

toxic polarization
social strife

violence.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One such pressing challenge is social discord.We are a nation with too many hurting people.  Our country is in the throes of toxic polarization, social strife, and violence. Next slide



Opportunity    Behavior Change
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Communities experiencing social discord can 
be transformed into safe, harmonious, and 
just places when their people

acquire new knowledge 
assume fresh attitudes 

adopt positive behaviors.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
However, with every challenge comes opportunity.Communities experiencing social discord can be transformed into safe, harmonious, and just places when their people acquire new knowledge, assume fresh attitudes, and adopt positive behaviors.Next slide



Opportunity    Behavior Change
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These improvements are achievable through
individual

group
collective

 

learning 
intention 

action! 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These improvements are achievable through individual, group, and collective learning, intention, and action.Next slide



Our Solution             AmeriCorps
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AmeriCorps members
teachers
leaders 
agents

of the human enrichment that socially 
stressed communities urgently need! 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Who better than AmeriCorps members to serve as the teachers, leaders, and agents of the human enrichment that socially stressed communities urgently need.Which is why Peace Through Action applied for a federal grant to plan a national service program focused on civic engagement, social cohesion, and peacebuilding.Next slide



Peace Through Action 
AmeriCorps

Purpose
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Funded by an AmeriCorps State and National American Rescue Plan Planning Grant

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next slide



Peace Through Action AmeriCorps 
Program Purpose
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Implement democracy strengthening, social 
cohesion, and peacebuilding interventions 
in socially stressed communities which seek 
to ensure safety, bridge differences, cultivate 
belonging, and increase peace among their 
people and in their places.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The national service program we are planning, Peace Through Action AmeriCorps, will provide opportunities for people to serve their communities and our country by implementing democracy strengthening, social cohesion, and peacebuilding interventions in socially stressed communities which seek to ensure safety, bridge differences, cultivate belonging, and increase peace among their people and in their places.Next slide



Peace Through Action 
AmeriCorps

Definitions of Terms
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next slide



AmeriCorps Member
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 Individual who engages in community 
service through a national service position 
approved by AmeriCorps.

 May receive a living allowance and other 
benefits while serving.

 Earns a Segal AmeriCorps Education 
Award.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before continuing, it is important to know key terms applicable to AmeriCorps and the program we are planning.“AmeriCorps member” is an individual who engages in community service through a national service position approved by AmeriCorps. AmeriCorps members may receive a living allowance and other benefits while serving. They receive an education award after their service.Next slide



Social Discord
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The lack of agreement or harmony 
between people and groups.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Peace Through Action AmeriCorps will confront the pressing issue of social discord.“Social discord” is the lack of agreement or harmony between people and groups.  Next slide



Aggression
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Behavior that causes harm to another 
person.

Behavior
The way in which a person acts in 
response to a stimulus or situation.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The main behaviors our members will affect are aggression, violence, civic engagement to strengthen democracy, social cohesion, and peacebuilding.“Behavior” is the way in which a person acts in response to a stimulus or situation.“Aggression” is behavior that causes harm to another person.Next slide
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Violence
The intentional use of force or power, 
threatened or actual, against oneself, 
another person, or a group or community, 
that either results in or has a high 
likelihood of resulting in injury, death, 
psychological harm, maldevelopment, or 
deprivation.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“Violence” is the intentional use of force or power, threatened or actual, against oneself, another person, or a group or community, that either results in or has a high likelihood of resulting in injury, death, psychological harm, maldevelopment, or deprivation.Next slide
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Intervention
Combination of activities or services designed to 
change knowledge, attitudes, or behaviors or 
improve conditions for specific individuals or 
groups.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now onto the words that help us understand what our AmeriCorps members will do.  First is “intervention.” An intervention is a combination of activities or services designed to change knowledge, attitudes, or behaviors or improve conditions for specific individuals or groups.Peace Through Action AmeriCorps members will deliver civic engagement, democracy strengthening, social cohesion, and peacebuilding interventions.Next slide



Civic Engagement
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The constellation of activities individuals 
engage in to make a difference in their 
communities in the areas of:
 Organizational 

engagement
 Economic engagement
 Political engagement

 Local collective action
 Issues engagement
 Informal helping and 

conversation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“Civic engagement” is the constellation of activities individuals engage in to make a difference in their communities. This “constellation” contains activities in the domains of organizational engagement, economic engagement, political engagement, local collective action, issues engagement, and informal helping and conversation.Federal law prohibits AmeriCorps members from engaging in some of the activities that fall within the civic engagement constellation, particularly in the areas of political and economic engagement. Our members will be engaging in permitted civic engagement activities only.Next slide



Civic Engagement
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Key Words:
formal volunteering | organizational membership  
charitable giving | pursuing goals via the workplace | values-
based buying | voting | contacting public officials | political 
donations | attending public meetings | taking action with 
neighbors | learning about issues | discussing issues with 
others | exchanging favors with neighbors | talking with 
family, friends, and neighbors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These are some of the activities, or behaviors, associated with civic engagement.Next slide



Civic Capital
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The formal and informal relationships, 
networks, and capacities that communities 
use to make decisions collaboratively and 
solve problems.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Whereas civic engagement describes activities, “civic capital” describes resources of value or benefit.“Civic capital” is the formal and informal relationships, networks, and capacities that communities use to make decisions collaboratively and solve problems.Next slide



Democracy
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A form of self-governance usually exercised 
through a system of elected political 
representatives that carry out the business 
of governing on behalf of the people self-
governed.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“Democracy is A form of self-governance usually exercised through a system of elected political representatives that carry out the business of governing on behalf of the people self-governed.Next slide



Democracy Strengthening
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Activities that improve the conditions for 
countries to thrive and individuals within those 
countries to reach their full potential by 
ensuring an educated and engaged people, 
evidence-based policy, equal opportunities, 
social mobility, freedom from corruption, 
freedom of thought, freedom from 
discrimination, and self-actualization.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Democracy strengthening are those activities that improve the conditions for countries to thrive and individuals within those countries to reach their full potential by ensuring an educated and engaged people, evidence-based policy, equal opportunities, social mobility, freedom from corruption, freedom of thought, freedom from discrimination, and self-actualization.Next slide
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Social Cohesion
The extent to which groups are bound 
together by harmonious relations, work 
together, and feel obligated to act toward 
common purpose.  Key words:
Trust | Intergroup Relations | Identity/Feeling of Belonging 
Participation | Equality | Orientation toward Common Good 
Solidarity | Shared Values | Cooperation | Tolerance | 
Connectedness

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“Social cohesion” is the extent to which groups are bound together by harmonious relations, work together, and feel obligated toward common purpose.”And these are some of the behaviors associated with social cohesion.Next slide
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Social Capital
The features of social organization, such as 
networks, norms, and social trust, that 
facilitate coordination and cooperation for 
mutual benefit.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“Social capital,” like “civic capital” describes resources of value or benefit. “Social capital” is the features of social organization such as networks, norms, and social trust that facilitate coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit.Next slide



Peacebuilding
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The wide range of efforts to address the root 
causes and immediate impacts of aggression or 
violence before, during, and after aggression or 
violence occurs. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“Peacebuilding” refers to the wide range of efforts to address the root causes and immediate impacts of aggression or violence before, during, and after aggression or violence occurs.Next slide



Safety
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The condition of being protected from 
undergoing or causing danger, risk, injury, 
hurt, or loss.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And now a bit about what we intend Peace Through Action AmeriCorps to produce in terms of community and community member outcomes. First, “safety.”  Safety is the condition of being protected from undergoing or causing danger, risk, injury, hurt, or loss.Next slide



Bridging
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The action of coming together across divides 
to listen and understand each other, to 
explore shared values, build relationships, 
and to make collaboration the norm.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“Bridging” is the action of coming together across divides to listen and understand each other, to explore shared values, build relationships, and to make collaboration the norm.Next Slide



Belonging
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The state of experiencing social connection, 
psychological safety, and sense of agency 
within a group.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“Belonging” is the state of experiencing social connection, psychological safety, and sense of agency within a group.Next slide



Peace
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The dynamic condition generated when 
safety, harmony, and justice flourish 
together.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And “peace,” as Peace Through Action defines it, is the dynamic condition generated when safety, harmony, and justice flourish together.Next slide



Peace Through Action 
AmeriCorps

Program Characteristics
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next slide



Program Community
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 Multi-state and territory.
 Mix of rural, suburban, and urban 

geographic communities.
 Mix of underrepresented and 

underserved population communities.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The grant AmeriCorps awarded to Peace Through Action gives us time and resources to plan an AmeriCorps program. The application process required us to declare our program’s likely characteristics.We described our community as “the United States” with the intention that we will propose a program supporting a mix of communities in a number of states and territories.When Peace Through Action uses the term “community,” we mean both PLACES–geographic areas such as rural towns, urban neighborhoods, even discrete physical locations such as a community center; and PEOPLE—groups sharing common characteristics. Next slide



Program Model—Intermediary
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 AmeriCorps members placed at organizations 
unrelated to Peace Through Action.

 Relationship options include:
 Peace Through Action and informal group co-create 

freestanding community peace project.
 AmeriCorps member(s) placed within existing 

community organizations.
 Organization acquires team of members through us. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We proposed to follow an intermediary model in which Peace Through Action will place AmeriCorps members at organizations other than ourselves.  In a way, we will be operating like a staffing agency, but with some influence over what the “staff” does.This can happen various ways. We might discover places with concerned people who want to increase peace in their community but have no formal organization in which they do or can do their work. Peace Through Action could help those people form a free-standing community peace project and supply them an AmeriCorps member.Certainly, we will pursue the traditional intermediary approach of placing AmeriCorps members in formal organizations that want to introduce their first peacebuilding intervention or add an intervention into their community and programmatic portfolio.Perhaps organizations or agencies with capacity to supervise a team of AmeriCorps members will find it constructive to acquire those members through us.Next slide



Member Model—Mixed Type
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 AmeriCorps members choose full-time or 
part-time terms.

 AmeriCorps members serve typically 
about one year.

 AmeriCorps members may serve multiple 
terms.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And we want our program to be available to individuals with full-time, part-time, one-year, and multi-year availability to serve as AmeriCorps members.Next slide 



Program Theory
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Universal 
Peaceful Skills

Group 
Dialogue Action Taking

Various 
knowledge, 

attitude, skills, 
and behavior 

outcomes

End Outcome: 
Increased 

Social 
Cohesion

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our program theory is as follows:  A combination of universal peaceful skills (such as compassion cultivation or upstander intervention), group dialogue, and action-taking interventions delivered by AmeriCorps members will produce positive changes in the knowledge, attitudes, skills, and behaviors of beneficiaries of those interventions, ultimately resulting in increased social cohesion in the communities those beneficiaries inhabit. Next slide



Program Objectives
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 Bridge ideological and cultural divides by engaging people 
in group dialogues.

 Equip people with practical peaceful behavior skills they 
can apply in their interpersonal actions.

 Leverage volunteers for democracy strengthening, social 
cohesion,  and peacebuilding activities.

 Prepare AmeriCorps members for effective national 
service and citizenship, and for post-service peacebuilding 
positions.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our program purpose and theory of change becomes operationalized through the following objectives:Bridge ideological and cultural divides by engaging community members in group dialogues.Equip people with practical peaceful behavior skills they can apply in their interpersonal actions.Leverage volunteers for democracy strengthening, social cohesion, and peacebuilding activities.Prepare AmeriCorps members for effective national service and citizenship, and for post-service peacebuilding positions.Next slide



Program Model
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Primary Intervention:
Group Dialogue

Essential Partners and/or

Courage & Renewal Approach 
and/or

Heart of Democracy Circles 
and/or

Another Dialogue Method of 
Your Choice

National Days of Service

Secondary 
Interventions

Peace Explorers Action 
Planning

Peaceful Leaders Youth 
Development

Super Practical Solutions 
Series

Practical Peaceful Skills 
Trainings

Secondary 
Interventions (cont.)

De-Escalation Team Volunteers

Early Warning System 
Volunteers

Capacity Building for Peace

Other Interventions of Your 
Choice

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The program model we are organizing around is as follows:First, Peace Through Action AmeriCorps members placed in service sites across the country will organize and deliver group dialogues.  We have selected dialogue as our primary intervention – the intervention that AmeriCorps will expect us to put a majority of overall member time, effort, and performance measurement – because it is useful practice for addressing and even resolving so many forms of social discord.Within that general primary intervention we are affording service sites some flexibility.  Peace Through Action will train and support AmeriCorps members in three methods:  Essential Partners, the Courage & Renewal approach, and Heart of Democracy circles.  The service site can then activate one or more of those methods. However, if the site wishes to use another dialogue method that is fine. However, you will need to arrange the training and support of your AmeriCorps member in those alternative methods. And we will be applying a common performance measurement instrument across all dialogue methods.Also, AmeriCorps expects its members to lead service projects on our national days of service. While those projects do not need to be focused on group dialogues, we nevertheless are accounting for national days of service as a primary intervention due to the requirement that AmeriCorps members observe them.And then, communities may use the balance of their members’ service toward secondary interventions. Peace Through Action is developing a number of them. These include Peace Through Action’s own action planning activity for adults and youth servant leadership development program, as well as our brief skills trainings on topics such as compassion, restorative circles, and upstander intervention.We are hoping that some community members who take part in a dialogue will be motivated for further action. So, the dialogues then act as feeders into these secondary interventions. But they stand alone as well.In terms of capacity building activities, sites could choose to assign their members duties around volunteer engagement, such as recruiting community members for de-escalation teams and early warning system monitors. And they could spend some of their time on other capacity building activities such as community needs assessments or formation and support to collective leadership groups.Of course, we recognize that many organizations considering a service site partnership with Peace Through Action AmeriCorps already have a programmatic agenda and are hoping that AmeriCorps members could further their current work. This is possible and those activities fall within the “secondary interventions” category.  Pursuing secondary interventions will depend on the number of Peace Through Action AmeriCorps members serving in your community and how much time (full-time, part-time) they are offering to serve.This model contains a lot because we must accomplish a lot. First, AmeriCorps requires its programs and members to deliver a primary intervention. That’s so the program can assign its members to a common activity and then measure the members’ and programs’ performance on that primary activity.Second, we want to provide flexibility to service sites to accomplish some of their own preferred activities.And we have a self-interest in connecting Americans to action planning for peace.  After all, “action” is in our organization name! Next slide
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next slide



Peace Through Action—People 
Management Responsibilities
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 Member recruitment lead.
 Member screening and onboarding.
 Member supervision or coaching.
 Member timekeeping, pay 

administration, and activity reporting.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Peace Through Action and service sites will share responsibility for ensuring an excellent, compliant, and enduring AmeriCorps program.Peace Through Action will assume much of the responsibility for operating the program. We are happy to lead this effort as it aligns perfectly with our purpose. AmeriCorps is a difficult program for small organizations, and service sites which desire only one or a few members placed with them, to participate in on their own. The intermediary model Peace Through Action will follow lowers those barriers. AmeriCorps is as much a people management enterprise as an intervention delivery enterprise.People management responsibilities Peace Through Action will assume include national member recruitment, member screening, enrollment, and orientation, supervision or coaching, and timekeeping documentation, pay administration, and activity monitoring.Next slide



Service Site Responsibilities
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 Member recruitment and selection.
 Integrating member into community.
 Intervention delivery support.
 Member supervision or coaching.
 Time and attendance approval.
 Provision or arrangement of a service 

location for the member (not their home).

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Responsibilities that service sites will assume include local member recruitment, member selection, and ensuring members are introduced to community partners and provided the conditions for successful intervention delivery.The service site will need to identify a timekeeping supervisor who can observe the members’ time and attendance and approve timekeeping instruments.  Also, AmeriCorps prohibits teleservice so members will need to have a place other than their home from which to serve. Next slide



Program Funding
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 AmeriCorps funds capped at $25K per full-time 
member.

 Peace Through Action and service sites will 
share responsibility for raising remainder of 
funds.
 Peace Through Action – major national revenue.
 Service sites – local revenue sources.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The federal funds that AmeriCorps grantees receive are insufficient to cover the full cost of operating a program. In FY 2024, AmeriCorps will provide grantees a maximum of $25,000 per full-time member, and lesser amounts for part-time members.  The federal funds do not cover even the full direct cost of an AmeriCorps member, much less programmatic and administrative expenses.So, we are planning on shared responsibility for raising additional funds. This is a customary approach among AmeriCorps programs. Peace Through Action will pursue major gifts to support the total enterprise. And we will assess community organizations, on behalf of their overall communities, to pay a service site participation fee. Next slide



Member Terms and Fees
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Full-
Time

1700 hours

$37,000 
allowance

$25,000 site 
fee

Three-
Quarter

-Time

1200 hours

$25,900 
allowance

$15,000 site 
fee

Half-
Time

900 hours

$18,500 
allowance 

$13,000 site 
fee

Reduced 
Half-
Time

675 hours

$14,200 
allowance

$10,000 site 
fee

Quarter-
Time

450 hours

$9,720 
allowance

$8,000 site 
fee

Minimum 
Time

300 hours

$7,850 
allowance

$7,500 site 
fee

Abbreviated 
Time

100 hours

$2,240 
allowance

$5,000 site 
fee

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AmeriCorps State and National allows grantees to offer and members to serve one of seven types of terms. As you can see the terms range from full-time to abbreviated time, with the minimum number of hours required for the member to be considered to have completed their term and maximum living allowance amounts permitted decreasing as well.The primary drivers of our service site participation fee are living allowance supplements to raise them from above the minimum cash provided by AmeriCorps to the maximum allowable amounts, the difference between the two expected to be carried by the grantee and their program communities.Next slide



Cost Per Full-Time Member
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Federal      
$25,000

Living Allowances

Service Sites 
$25,000

FICA

Health Insurance

Workers’ Compensation

Criminal History Check

AmeriCorps Brand Attire

Member Training

Living Allowance Supplement

Peace Through 
Action $45K-$50K

Member Recruitment, 
Enrollment, Exit

Member Travel

Activity Costs (facilities, food, 
supplies)

Performance Measurement

Information System

Accounting, Compliance, 
Development, Promotion

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Using a full-time term as an example, here’s more about how much it costs to support an AmeriCorps member and an AmeriCorps program…  and also an explanation as to how site fees were derived.AmeriCorps can award grantees an amount up to $25,000 per full-time member.  Peace Through Action plans to apply this full amount to the full-time member’s living allowance.  Since we are required in FY 2024 to pay full-time members at least $18,700, that leaves us with $6,300 remaining.The maximum allowable living allowance for a full-time member is $37,400. $37,400 minus $18,700 minus $6,300 leaves us with a deficit of $12,400 since we wish to pay members the best allowances possible rather than the minimum allowances required.That $12,400 is included in the service site participation fee as a “living allowance supplement.And then there are other required expenses to directly support the full-time AmeriCorps member, including FICA, health insurance coverage, national service criminal history check, AmeriCorps brand attire, and member training.  That total package reaches $25,000.Peace Through Action absorbs the responsibility and cost of operating the AmeriCorps program, such as by ensuring staffing to recruit, enroll, and exit members; funding member travel and ensuring there are funds available for members to implement their interventions, and accounting, compliance, and promotion functions.Next slide



Program Funding
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 If the service site participation fee is 
challenging:
 Seek any of six part-time term positions.
 Share the member and participation fee with 

other community organizations.
 Request technical assistance in local fundraising 

from Peace Through Action.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Service sites either on their own or in collaboration with others in the community will likely need to engage in fundraising to meet their service site participation fee, unless they already have funds available to cover the fee.That may be too high a barrier for some communities and community organizations to overcome.  We wish there were an “angel donor” standing by to finance the whole program enterprise including service site participation fees. Alas, like most instances related to peace and social justice, we will all be bootstrapping.A few suggestions if you are an organization which wants to participate in Peace Through Action AmeriCorps but faces the financial challenge to do so.  You might be able to afford the participation fee of one of the six part-time term positions.  Some added people capacity is better than no added capacity.You could gather other community organizations with which you have common cause and take a collective approach to using the AmeriCorps member’s gift of service … and share service site participation fee among your group.And Peace Through Action will support service site fundraising with a sustainability tool kit and technical assistance.Next slide



Service Site Timeline
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 July-December 2023 – service site recruitment.
 October-December 2023 – service site applications 

collected.
 January 4, 2024 – program application submitted.
 April-July 2024 – awards announced.
 July-Sept 2024 - members begin serving.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the timeline that we are working under, with site recruitment and application now through December; an application due early January 2024, awards announced in spring or summer 2024, and a program start of September 2024.Next slide



Peace Through Action 
AmeriCorps

Invitation
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next slide



What’s Your Role?
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 Imagine AmeriCorps as part of your community’s 
solution to social discord.

 Join our upcoming AmeriCorps program application. 
Application at:
 https://PeaceThroughAction.org/AmeriCorpsSites.

 Attend an orientation call. Schedule and registration at 
https://PeaceThroughAction.org/AmeriCorpsSites.  

Community Organizations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We hope the information presented sparks your interest in our prospective AmeriCorps program. What can you do to support this effort?For grassroots groups, community-based or faith-based organizations, or municipal agencies that want to increase peace in your community: First, imagine what having access to additional servant leaders in the form of AmeriCorps member(s) could do to improve the social condition of your community.Then, apply to join our upcoming AmeriCorps program application.  You can find the application at https://PeaceThroughAction.org/AmeriCorpsSites.You may want to attend an orientation call before applying. Or read the FAQ.  The call schedule and registration form and the FAQ are posed to the same webpage as the application.  Next slide

https://peacethroughaction.org/AmeriCorpsSites
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PeaceThroughAction.org/AmeriCorps

Americorps@PeaceThroughAction.org
202-827-5967 ext. 1 

PeaceThroughAction.org/AmeriCorps
Peace Through Action AmeriCorps Interest Form

bit.ly/ACPInterest 
Email signup: PeaceThroughAction.org/email

     @peaceactusa

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you for taking time to learn about Peace Through Action’s current work to plan a future AmeriCorps program focused on democracy strengthening, social cohesion, and peacebuilding in order to yield increased safety, belonging, and peace for communities across the country, including your own. We look forward to engaging with you so that together we can offer national service as a solution to the social discord affecting our country and as a pathway toward increased peace among our nation’s people and places.
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